
SigMF.



• Effort began in February 2017

• Grown substantially since then
• (Despite not having a stable release.)

• This talk:
• Brief intro
• Current state
• Where we’re headed



What is it?

• A storage format for digital recordings of analog signals.

• Far more complex than it might sound.

• Done well, it enables far more than you might expect.



Because it’s obligatory…



Original Design Goals

1. Maximize speed
2. Guarantee portability
3. Minimize SW requirements
4. Provide ability to link many

time-varying recordings
5. Enable sharing portions of a 

dataset without the whole

6. Allow for arbitrary metadata
7. Facilitate easy integration with

existing tools and workflows
8. Metadata must be easily

indexable and editable
9. Specification must be

understandable
10. Governed and maintained as 

an open-source project



So why not…

• VITA-49?
• Transport format, not a storage

format.
• Describes data in motion, not at rest.

• Also, portability.

• HDF5?
• Portability.

• Digital RF?
• Solves HDF5’s portability!
• Different goals re: metadata

• pickle?
• Python-specific
• Lacks some metadata mechanisms 

we need

• Midas BLUE
• Designed to be used with Midas
• Dramatically different design goals



Unforeseen Consequences

• Solved the hard problems in a way 
that made it simple to use.

• Adoption soared much faster than 
anticipated

• Check out Daina Bouquin’s talk
tomorrow on MetaSat!



Currently Available Tooling



New Themes and Objectives

• How can machines automatically 
understand metadata its never 
seen before?

• How can we describe the 
observation system in a way 
that’s understandable to 
machines?
• And the effects of that machine…



The plan…
Release v0.0.1

Release 
v0.0.2

Release 
v0.1.0

(maintenance) (future)



Get Involved!

• I know there is a lot of SigMF code out there!

• We need help with internal tooling!

• We need help with external tooling!

• Discussion about the specification itself is invaluable.



sigmf.org


